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Pressureless Writing

Do You Press This Way?

Try this at any Pen Counter
where Duofold is Sold

Try a Duofold
and feel the Difference

A Feather-weight touch
is all this new Duofold requires

50c

Extra

Stop

Pressing!
And oman a Pen that slays in Perfect Trim
Yesterday’s standards of writing are changed today
forever. For the new Parker Duofold introduces Pres¬
sureless Writing—stops breakage—ends pen troubles.
By adding a single part it’s interchangeable for
Pocket or Desk Set use.
No hand can distort its point—yet it yields to any
style of writing.
To reach this perfection we spent 35 years on 47
major improvements (32 patented).
One important discovery now combines capillary
attraction with gravity feed. Thus a feather-weight
touch to paper starts ink-flow, and keeps it going.
Only by grinding a special ink channel between
the prongs of the Duofold Point can this be done. We
must grind it by hand though the work is costly and
few can do it.
We now make the barrel of Parker’s new Permanite—non-breakable—28% lighter than rubber for¬
merly used.
This barrel we make in 3 sizes—in 5 black-tipped
color combinations—Jade,Lacquer-red,flashing Black,
Mandarin Yellow, and Lapis Lazuli Blue.
Only one caution: Flattering imitations can’t give
these results. So look with care for the imprint “Geo.
S. Parker—DUOFOLD.”Then we stand responsi¬
ble for perfect service.
Red and Black Color Comb. Reg. Trade Mark U.S.Pat.Office

Parker Duo fold Pencils to match the Pens, $3, $3.50 and $4
The Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wisconsin
OFFICES AND SUBSIDIARIES
NEW YORK » BOSTON ’ CHICAGO * CLEVELAND ' ATLANTA ' DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO ' TORONTO, CANADA ' LONDON, ENGLAND

Parker Duofold Duette
$8, $8.50 and $11
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Frosh (just after first shave): “Er-how much
do you charge?”
Barber: “A dollar and a half.”
Frosh: “What? How’s that?”
Barber: “I had to hunt for the beard.”
—Princeton Tiger
- D D D -

“I got a hunch.”
“Really, I thought you were just round-shoul¬
dered.”
—Purple Cozv
- D D D -

“I call my car Parker.”
“Why?”
“Because it’s a Parker.”
■—Bison
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Meadow Gold Butter
Ask to be served this Nationally
known brand and Spread it on Thick
Phone Jefferson 0880

Beatrice Creamery Co.

2622 Pine

Doctor: “May I kiss you?”
Nurse: “Certainly not. I hate to have a doc¬
tor’s bill thrust in my face.”
■—Brown Jus;.
- D D D -

“My son is a born gentleman!”
“Yes, but lie’s been to college since.”
—Sour Owl
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ESTABLISHED 1818

gentlemens l^unusljint* ipboii*,
MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Clothes & Accessories
for Autumn
The Next Visit of our Representative to the
Hotel Jefferson

will be on November 23, 24, 25, 26
Send for BROOKS’S Miscellany
BOSTON

PALM BEACH

NEWPORT

LITTLE BUILDING

P LAZA B U I L D I N G

AUDRAIN BUILDING

Tremont cor. Boylston

County

Road

220

? BROOKS BROTHERS

Bellevue Avenue

“Who was that Chinese girl you bumped into last
night ?”
“That was no Chinese girl, that was an occidental
meeting.”
—Froth

PUT YOUR “WARDROBE” IN OUR CARE

WASHINGTON
Cleaning & Dyeing Co. Inc.

5581-83 Wells Ave.

Two deaf old folks met at a reunion and were
talking over old times. Said the old lady to the
old man:
“Do.you remember how we used to play together
when we were young, and how I used to spank
you when you didn’t behave?”
“Heh? Oh, yes, you would hardly recognize
the old place now, would you?”
—Puppet
- D D D -

Van: Did you ever see anything as unsettled as
the weather?
Dal: Well, there's our fraternity bill.
—Aggievator

Garments Relined & Remodeled
C. H.Waterous

j REPRESENTATIVES | Ed.

One Day Service On Request
Forest 0765

Forest 0766

XMAS CARDS
WITH

YOUR NAME

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR
LOOSE LEAF FILLERS FOR ANY COVER

Complete Lines of Fountain Pens

THE MODERN
PRESS AND

‘What did you do last summer?”
‘I worked for my dad.”
‘Shake; I didn’t do anything either.”

4918 DELMAR

STATIONERY
COMPANY, Inc.
FOrest 4894

OPEN TILL 9 O’CLOCK P. M.

—Punch Boiol
PATRONIZE

Davis

DIRGE

ADVERTISERS
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1 KINGSBURY GROCERY & MARKET

H. H. F1CK

ST. LOUIS ENGINEERING
and HEATING CO.
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LOUIS JACKSON, Proprietor
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We have the Trade that Quality Made
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FRESH EGGS, POULTRY AND FISH

|
|

HIGH GRADE GROCERIES
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
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416-418 DeBaliviere Ave.

St. Louis, Mo.

PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE
Cabany 5910

Cabany 7839
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Suitor: “I have come about your daughter’s
hand.”
Father: “James, tell Miss Doris the manicurist
has arrived.”
—Puppet

Steam and Hot Water Heating,
Power Plants
and Ventilating Systems

- D D D -

A class-room is like an old car—the crank in front
and a bunch of nuts in the rear.
—The Mink

CENTRAL 2561

- D D D -

1417 Olive Street

St. Louis, Mo.

“What makes that thing go round?”
“The spring.”
“Well what do you do with it in the summer?”
—Lord Jeff
- D D D --

He: “Really I like you, I’d like to see more of
you.”
A day later he got an invitation to the swimmingparty.
—Whirltvind

BLUMER’S RESTAURANT
and DELICATESSEN
WELCOME TO OUR NEW PLACE,
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

- D D D -

Single: Does your wife select your clothes?
Married: No, but she picks the pockets.
—Buccaneer

GOOD FOOD —QUICK SERVICE

- D D D -

For dumbest freshman we nominate the moron
who thought an egg-plant was an incubator.
—Purple Parrot

6800 Clayton Road
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1 Dorr & Zeller Catering Co. |
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WEDDINGS, RECEPTIONS AND TEAS
SUPPLIED ON SHORT NOTICE

ALWAYS FRESH

jgar Creek
Butter

=

5

Served In the Dining Rooms
of the Frat Houses

DeBaliviere and Waterman Aves.
Saint Louis

Tel. Grand 6280
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“Jest

in

Peace”

FOOTBALL NUMBER

THE OLD-TIMER TALKS
On the Glories of the Past
It was back in the eighties. Those were the clays
when Washington had real teams. Lumber camps
and state prisons were the sole means of supplying
fresh meat for the grid machines in the good old
days. Yeah! As I recall the old gang, we sure had a
good bunch of Sunday School bovs. Not one of them
hack served less than three terms in some state insti¬
tute of good standing. There were boys on the team
that could crunch brass
knuckles between their teeth,
boys who knew what
“billies” were for, and not
one of us that couldn’t crack
ribs as well as safes.
It was the clay of the big
game with Mizzou—not that
. Mizzou had a team like ours.
That isn't why I called it the
big day. I called it that be¬
cause of the hard feeling
that existed between the two
teams. You see it was like
this. In the last game one
of our good men, Jesse
James, cut the liver out of
a Missouri man named
Lewis. So this yegg Lewis
got his gang together and
began to gouge eyes. Naturally our boys havingbeen brought up on good old American ethics, re¬
sented this, and after we had killed and wounded
a few Missouri men, we finally won the game with
a touchdown. Missouri always claimed that we
didn’t win fairly. Their contention was that when
we “got” the Lewis gang we got their best men,
so we really didn't beat their best team.
Well, to get back to my story, this is what hap-

pened on the big day. The good old Bears were
holding ’em pretty even when the Mizzourree gang
sent in a guy named Birger and a pair of birds
named the Shelton brothers. Those birds were just
Sunday School teachers and country deacons along
side of some of our boys like Kurz Likell and some
others. But what chance did we have against their
sub-machine guns? After old Bombsock, our left
tackle had blacked all the
eyes he could find, and Clau¬
dius Collie had bit every leglie came across, why those
bad children cut loose and
mowed us down with their
“mile-a-minute-gats”.
As
usual it was up to me to save
the game. I started a big
parade down the field. Ten
men rushed at me. I cut the
first three in half with razor
blades. The fourth and fifth
I killed with sex appeal. On
the others, I tried auto-sug¬
gestion, but it didn’t work.
Five men hit me in the solar
plexus and I went down like
a raw oyster. Not another
Washington man was livingon the field. I stood over the ball and snapped it
back to myself. Then I started on an end run
that would have made Red Grange jealous, but he
wasn’t there.
Well, Baby, that’s how I won the big game. NowKiss your old Grandpa and run along to bed.
- D D D -

It has been rumored that the team has been eat¬
ing bum spinach, to add “grit” to their systems.
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Star of this half, demonstrating his trade mark,
“We've come to stay”. After this and that had
happened, all except the funnel bunnies retired into
seclusion to eat raw meat and peanuts in prepara¬
tion of a bigger and better half.
The larger and more disastrous half proved to be
a gross exaggeration. Each time a Tiger sprained
a whisker, three bigger and grosser Tigers waddled
out into the field, until the last quarter found O.
Henry ringing in elephants, hippopotami, and what
nots. Thus quantity triumphed over quality to the
extent of two touchdowns. As a matter of history,
it might be well to record that various and sundry
forms of celebration among- the winners, losers, and
some who sneaked in free, all ended up, in some
fashion best known to themselves, at the impressive
function known as the Lock.
“Does Harry play with his team?”

As Aesop argued, some two thousand years back,
“If you like tight locks, try a Washington Lock.”

Well, after the ice is delivered he teases the
horses.”
- D D D -

Zoo Logically Speaking
Miz Zoos * (star) collection of Tigers came,
saw, and conquered the local zoological entry of
Bears on the latters’ arena, and wow. Believe it
or not, some of these ferocious specimens of beef on
the bone appeared almost human as they preformed
grotesque antics for the huge multitude of animal
lovers.

“What’s th' grand idea?” asked the piano mover
as he picked up his favorite instrument and heaved
it out the window.

Animal trainers Higgins and Henry led their
fantastic herds into the main ring at 2 130, amid
"mush sheering” from the hic-coughing alumnae
section. It might be well to wise you up to the fact
that the preformers were of three distinct types:
first, there was a row of Grizzly Bears, quite in evi¬
dence on account of much and many stomachs and
balloon sized limbs (this row of Bears was called the
Lion?); next, there was 1 Polar Bear and three
Cinanroon Bears who, being highly touted, were
able to stand on their hind pins and run such tre¬
mendous distances as -3 or 2 yards; most peculiar
of all, were the clowns who had funnel shaped
trunks through which they made peculiar noises as
they ran hither and yon doing this and that, for
reasons purely anasthetic.
I hings started to go on when a Grizzly named
Curse bit a Tiger on the leg and busted off his pet
molar. Zek, the big Polar Bear representing one
of our well known ice companies, was the Polar

Just Another Football Man.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE
A Modem Bible Story
Chapter I
Eve was a Phi Pi.
She wore a smooth dress of
well placed Fig Leaves.
Adam was a Powerful Eta.
Adam and Eve raised Cain
whenever they were Able.
Cain pleged Eta while Able
went Swig Alf.
The Two Brothers went out
for Football.
Fraternity Politics entered the
Question, and Cain slew his
Brother.
The Great Father of the Chap¬
ter of Eta appeared to Cain and
Cursed him Awhile.
Cain was Blackballed, and
wandered Forth.
Chapter II
Cain had a Heluvatime.
He had no Chance to make
Pralma, to Run the Student
Council, to make Lockenchain, or
to be Anything big.
Cain was a Barb.
My Kingdom for a Greek Pin,
spake Cain.
Whereupon Abraham appeared
unto Cain and said, Seek and Ye
shall Find.
So Cain sought the Great Des¬
ert of the Kwadwrangle and be¬
got Himself a rich Theta Pledge.
And so Cain was Happy.
Chapter III
Then there came unto Cain a
Woeful Day.

V

‘Hold ’em!”

The Love Light shone brightly
in the Eyes of The Innocent.
Cain had Conquered, so he left
Her “Cold”—mayhap.

Hellfire and Brimstone, Sack¬
cloth and Ashes.
The Seven Plagues of Egypt
and the Curse of Babel just were
not in It at all.
A Plappa Pledge, a BlueEyed, Corn fed Innocent, crossed
the Path of Cain.
She rolled her Youthful Eyes
and Cain fell like a Plank.

Chapter V
And thus It came to Pass,
That once more Peace and
Prosperity reigned,
And the Sun shone, and the
Crops ripened.
And there was Abundance and
Plenty in
All the great Kingdom of
Washingtonium.
So the Wise Men called this
Day the Day of Thanksgiving,
and did eat Much Turkey, and
play much Football, and then did
Solemnly swear never to Behave
in such Fashion again, even as
You and I, my Children.

Chapter IV
He picked Himself up and com¬
muned with his Soul.
Then Ambition again bestirred
the Soul of Cain.
With a mighty Heave he col¬
lared Miss Innocence.
Fie applied a Two-Arm Stran¬
gle Hold that devastated the
Babe.
r jJ
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“Nine Big Ones for the Team.”
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FOOTBALLICUS PALEOLITHIC US
EDITOR’S NOTE—The following is a rather liberal trans¬
lation of a recently discovered inscription, dating back
to the Stone Age, describing what was probably the
original football game.

The Game of the Century was playe 1 in tne ue
Ostheopichthysis Field, the gift of Running Nose,
a famous half back of the early Neolithic age. i he
field, a thousand miles by the usual five hundred,
was in perfect condition, not a pebble over eight
tons to be seen anywhere. The Battle-Axe U. goal,
near the Upchuck Pass in the Himalaya Mountains,
was vividly decorated in black, while the east goal,
defended by Stonehatchet College, wore the con¬
trasting colors, also black.
The game: Battle-Axe kicked off to the Dolo¬
mite Tribe, the Hell-Bending backs of the Stone¬
hatchet backfield, who ran the boulder back a good
250 miles before being downed by a well placed
flock of sabre-tooth tigers, strategically guarding
the right wing of the potent Battle-Axe line. A
new backfield, 300 strong, was sent in, but failed
to gain on line plays. A short pass, Flint Face to
the American Theatre, was intercepted by Axident,
who ran 80 miles behind perfect interference, the
fastest squad of rhinocerii in the Conference, before
running afoul of the Ringling Brothers Menagerie,
playing the Safety Spot. Time out, while Mr. Axi¬
dent was scraped off the goal post. Battle-Axe's
ball within 200 miles of a touchdown! El Koinel,
the biggest kicker on the team, dropped back to try
for a field goal, but he dropped too far and hasn’t
been seen since. Pithecanthropus and his forty-five
halfbacks ran off a mass play that netted 80 miles
and a dozen fish around the Dead Sea. The next
play, a line buck through left guard, was effectively
squelched by the agile Stonehatchet line, covered
at this particular point by no less a personage than
“Mammoth” Cave, All-American tackle, and his
crew of mounted Dinosaurae, the Tarkian Terrors

from Turkistan. Battle-Axe punted, and Ike Cann
rang back the kick for a good 580 miles, and would
have reeled off more, but the reel broke. He was
forced out of bounds near the Gulf of Zanzibar by
the left halfback of Battle-Axe, ably played by three
score Icthysaurae. Exit Ike. The Trade Wind
blew, ending the half. Score, 0-0, favor the squad
of referees, who got lost in the Sahara Desert look¬
ing for a lost ball.
Second half: Battle-Axe kicked off to Kaliensicus, the commander of the Stonehatchet fullback
detachment of 89 hippopotami and their anthropoid
riders, who took the boulder personally, and be¬
hind the superb interference of some hundred or so
bull elephants, ran a broken field, (over the Ural
Mountains) for at least 240 miles, but the play
was called back and Stonehatchet U. was penalized
80 miles and a dozen quarterbacks for unnecessary
roughness, ninety-five Battle-Axe linemen having
been carved to wee small bits in the scrimmage.
The forfeited quarters were dropped in the nearest
slot machine, thereby keeping the Fire Breathing
Gorgon Brothers in Anti-Hali mints for the rest
of the game. The Gorgon Lads, a nifty score of
ponderous backs, pulled a fast trick play that skirted
the Pyrenees Mountaines, ran through the Heart
of Africa, circled the British Isles at least twice,
and wound up somewhere near the Tropic of Capri¬
corn, on the one mile line. The team then pulled
their punches for three downs, not gaining a single
inch, but on the fourth down Harry Chest climbed
aboard a winged pterodactyl, tied the two ton ball
on behind, and sailed over the line behind a rolling
barrage of quartz pebbles and stench-bombs, and
scored the winning touchdown for Old Battle-Axe
University. The surviving players then gave their
comrades a wholesale funeral, with full military
honors.
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What Is This Strange Power
You Have Over Women?
Woo in every manner,
Try in every way,
I’ve no power over women,
Ah, my secret is away!
I’ve tried and tried to neck 'em
And I’ve also tried to pet.
I've tried a dozen systems
But I haven’t found one yet.
I’ve tried the girls with roses
And I’ve wooed with candy too,
I’ve spent so darned much money
That my pocket's mighty blue.
I’m Romeo and Juliet
And all the others too,
I’ve tried in every lovers guise
But none of them will do.
Poet, beggar, merchant, king,
Athlete, shiek, and liar,
I’ve wooed some awful hot ones
But I’m burnt in every fire.
Now I’m wooing Betty,
And now it’s Mary Smith,
I begin to think I’m lucky
But my luck is all myth.

I’ve essayed in every manner,
Love’s beyond my ken.
Any little co-ed can put
Me
way
back
when!
-- D D D -

Why does one take a girl out
and squeeze her waist, kiss her
lips, neck her neck, mess her hair,
and then ask the old man for her
hand ?
-D d d-

Two Good,

Long

End-runs.

Prof (to puzzled student) :
What’s the matter, don’t you
know the question?
Stride: Yeah, but I don't
know the answer.

“Is that Bud out there on the
team?”
“No, that’s the team on Bud.”
- D D D -

Stride: I’ve been given an
Admiral’s commission.
Prune: Howzat ?
Stride: Because I command
such a swell pair of “gun-boats .
-- D d d-

And speaking of feet, who was
it remarked, “By their dogs shall
ye know them.”
- D D D--

Rome: Let’s go for a paddle.
Ants: Frosh, pledge, or canoe?

o
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IRGE wishes to announce the election to the Art
Staff of Catherine Vogel, and also to thank the
following for their contributions to this issue:
Fred Moore, W. F. Cliff Greves, Mims, Bertha Wolfson,
Red Agress.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE
'

E FEEL called upon to bespeak ourselves
upon the resumption of athletic relations
with our ancient and honored enemies, St.
Louis University. It is, in our estimation
at least, appropriate that the two major
universities of St. Louis exist on terms of
at least friendly enmity. While it is freely
admitted that there has been, to a certain extent, hard
feelings in the past, we feel quite confident that the two
schools have adjusted their difficulties to the satisfac¬
tion of both parties, as evidenced by the scheduled foot¬
ball game to be played on Thanksgiving. Until its dis¬
continuance some years back, this annual conflict had
become something of a tradition, not only in the two
universities, but throughout the city itself, and conse¬
quently it is with a great deal of satisfaction that we
view the resumption of “hostilities”, if only to get an¬
other chance to humble the “wild Irishmen”.

IRGE has at last accomplished something
more than the entertainment of the stu¬
dent body! We feel that the unprece¬
dented improvements in the surface of the
campus roads are due directly to the ef¬
forts of DIRGE, even though the connec¬
tion seem hazy. It has been rumored that
our worthy Colonel had a pre-view of the cartoon on
page seventeen of this issue, whereupon said Colonel
became so incensed, infuriated, and incoherent, that
in order to blow off steam without doing anyone perma¬
nent damage, he turned his heroic efforts to ironing out
a few craters in said roads. Keep up the good work,
Colonel, there is still room for improvement.
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Mountain Ears
“Whar ya goin’, Zeke?”
“Me'n Pap’s agoin’ ta hunt sum ba’rs.”
“Wal, Zeke, bring home a mite o’ gin, wilya?”

In the Library, perusing
Books d roily amusing,
Across the aisle a girl is sitting.
Her mind to other topics flitting.
I know her thoughts are not quite serious,
For heavy thought is quite injurious.
Perchance ’tis man, perchance ’tis love,
—I wonder what she’s thinking of.
I’d give my pipe, I’d give my watch,
Is it gin or is it scotch ?
I wonder if girls think at all
—Is he cute, or merely tall ?
If it’s neither liquor, man, nor love,
Then, what in heck’s she thinking of?
Many a Lad’s Reason for Playing Football.
- D D D
- D X> D -

Answer
I loved you once
And all was fine,
Until I found
You had a line
And didn't mean
The things you said
And then—
I wished that I
Were dead.
But dying really
Isn’t fun,
And you are not
The only one.
There are some men
More true than you
And one I know
Is grander, too.
I’ve long forgot
My moment's pain
And no—I could not
Care again!

As the first rooster remarked to the second,
“Say, bo! You’d better hide out. There’s a couple
of women laying for you!”
D D D

D D D

Scotch goodnight—Sleep tight.

“Stars of the Grid Iron.”
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Here and Thar
The new baby in the Mussolini
home is said to look like his
famous pa.

For that matter, all

babies look like the Duce.
- D D D -

Freshman Phloppe says “These
sophomore paddles certainly bring
back old memories—and feelings.”
- D D D -

Our nominee for the dumbest
guy in the R.O.T.C. is the lad
who asked the captain where he
could find feathers for the ma¬
chine-gun nest.
- D D D -

Coach:

Can you run with the

ball ?
Rookie:

I don't know, I al¬

ways get tackled before I find out.

C/WjLbfcJt/

A poor working man who has just lost his only
visible means of support.
- D D D -

“Don’t you think Tunney’s wonderful?”
“My dear, he's simply stunning.”
“Stunning my eye, he’s a knockout.”
- D D D -

If I was an oyster and you were a scallop
I’d open up my shell
And squeeze myself thin so you could get in
Now wouldn’t that be swell?
■- D D D --

‘‘Our Babe” has decided that
love is

“just one

after another.”

damned

fool

“Gosh, why all the bandages, big brawl?”
“No, I stuck my head in a Brentwood saloon and
yelled ‘Fire!’
“Well ?”
“They did.”
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By the way, I don’t remember your name.”
Oh, I’m the answer to a maiden’s prayer.”
“Can’t scare me, big boy, I’m an atheist.”

ON NECKING
The great struggle could last
but a few seconds longer. Thus
far neither of the straining, per¬
spiring masses of mud covered
humanity had accomplished much.
I say perspiring because every
one knows that horses sweat, men
perspire, and ladies glow. Hence
the moistured brow. The ball
nestled affectionately on the much
maligned one'yard line. In truth
the teams might have been toiling
in the shadow of the goal posts,
had not the new rules and the lack

of sunshine removed all chance
of a useful shadow.
A yodeled signal, and—BANG!
The two lines met with a crash.
It was said that they came to¬
gether like a shot, but that was
only a report, we hear. The pow¬
erful full back, with blood in his
eye, mud in his molars, and the
ball in his paws, smacked into
the clawing mass of humanity,
hell-bent for a touchdown, but
no—an underslung tackle, a
fumble, an ungainly recovery by
a dirty mud guard, and the lad

was off and away. Three fast
rights and a left hook to the mid¬
section, and the field was cleared
of opposition. Ninety-nine yards
for a touchdown! But no cheers
rang out, no bands blared ungod¬
ly discords unto high heaven, no
whistles blew, no demonstration
at all from the stands. No, my
friend, this was not a practice
session, neither was it a movie
thriller, nor yet a substitute’s
pipe-dream. It was simply a
boner by the lad who learned
football from a rule-book.
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Sensations!!!

Girls belong to three classes: those who think
they are good-looking, those who are, and those
who want to be. I belong to the third class, so I
went up to see him.
He was handsome, just as handsome as—well—
as handsome as most men think they are. And per¬
sonality! it stuck out all over him. Best of all, it
wasn’t the kind you get from correspondence
school or college, but the genuine unadulterated
article. Besides these qualifications he was some
talker. Some men are clever speakers, some are
convincing, and others are brilliant, but this man
was all three personified. Fast? Well it took him
just about three minutes to make up my mind. The
result was that I leaned back in my chair, laying
my head in the position he indicated. Suddenly a
tuft of curly brown hair caught my eye, wonderful
hair, hair lying back in curly ringlets and parted in
just the manner that I had always tried to induce
my brother to part his. Then the light from his
large lustrous brown eyes pierced mine and held
my attention. They were soulful eyes, eyes of end¬
less depths, eyes gleaming with intelligence. They
seemed to get closer all the time, so close that I
could almost look down into them. I raised my
hand to pass it through that mass of wavy brown
hair, but caught myself just in time to refrain from
the attempt. No man had ever affected me this way
before. I then became aware of a tingling sensation
that seemed to come out of the air, pass up my back,
and end in nothingness. It was an exquisite sensa¬
tion and I began to thrill all over. My body quivered

VTA

W

il-

“I see the Colonel’s getting collegiate.”
“Howzat? ”
“He's been tearing up the campus roads some¬
thing terrible.”

and throbbed. My corporeal parts were in a state
of rapturous ecstacy. It was different than any
feeling I had ever experienced before. It was like
an electric shock and yet it was different. I can
only describe it by saying that it was indescribable;
and then it stopped, stopped just as suddenly as
though it were an electric shock that I had been re¬
ceiving, and the current had been turned off. I got
up from the chair murmuring to myself “Oh, how
that man did thrill me,” and at the same time hand¬
ing the doctor fine rags for the X-Ray treatment.
“By the way, doctor, who was the man in the pic¬
ture with the wonderful eyes, and the curly hair?”
- D D D -

Room: I’ve looked all over this dump, but
where’s my shirt?
Mate : Have you been upstairs ?
First One: Oh, that’s another story.

t

Why does one take a girl out and squeeze her
waist, kiss her lips, neck her neck, mess her hair, and
then ask the old man for her hand?
‘A PLUNGE
THROUGH
CENTER.”

D D D

Kit: Bill proposed to me last night.
Kat: And that bum promised me he’d stay sober.
D D D

Definition of an Egoist: A person who has “I”
trouble.
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FOOTBULL
By NORMAN BIERMAN
Closing their Valley Season with a record of two
standing thruout the season, however, and deserv¬
victories, two defeats, and one tie game, for an aver¬
ing of mention. Collins has unquestionably played
age of .500, the Washington Bears will end one of
the best game on the line and his work should put
their most successful football seasons in recent years
him in line for an all-valley berth. Time after time
this Thanksgiving Day by battling the Saint Louis
he has been down on punts before the ball and has
University Billikens for the championship of Saint
nailed his man in his tracks. Schieb is the best
Louis in what should be a thrilling and evenlycenter seen at Washington since A1 Marmatched grid game. The Bear-Billiken feud is
quard’s day. He should make the all-valley
one of long and ancient duration and altho dis¬
team before he finishes his football career.
continued for a brief time, still commands the
Ivan Ivaplin, playing his third year as regular
interest of most football fans in Saint Louis,
Bear lineman is one of the most dependable
and old grads of both schools will gather again
men on the squad and altho handicapped in
to witness the renewal of athletic relations be¬
the latter part of the season by a bad knee is
tween the Blue and White and the Red and
still one of Coach Higgins’ best bets at the
Green schools.
guard positions. Paris, a giant sopohomore
The Bears this year have a team which
tackle weighing close to 200 pounds, Drake, a
should give an excellent account of itself in
fast and husky guard, Hoffman, Jablonsky,
any football game. Coacb Higgins has a backKurz, and Libman are other linemen who de¬
field quartet in Whittier, Bickel, Duncan, and
serve mentioning. Captain McCarrol’s play¬
COACH
Harnett, which is big, powerful and fast.
ing
while not as steady as it might have been,
H IGGINS
“Zeke” Whittier, fullback, is the heaviest man
has yet been noteworthy at times. “Mac’s”
on the team, weighing close to 200 pounds, and
responsibility as captain and the worries which at¬
his line plunging is one of the features of the Bears
tend it, have probably been the cause of some of his
attack. Bickel is a fighting, smashing type of half¬
erratic playing. Comstock has been bothered by
back and is one of the most versatile men in the
losing a lot of weight at the beginning of the year
backfield. His accuracy in tossing passes gave the
and it was not until late in the season that he began
Bears a tie with Kansas and counted for many long
to play his accustomed type of smashing football.
gains in other games. But Harnett, Washington’s
The opening game of the season in which the
main backfield threat, is one of the heaviest men on
Bears defeated Lombard by a 6-0 score did not
the team and at the same time one of the fastest
show the best in the team and it remained for the
and most elusive backs on the squad. His spectacu¬
Oklahoma Aggies, last year’s Missouri Valley
lar runs around the ends and through the tackles
champions to awaken the Bears to some of their
have furnished the spectators with several of the
real possibilities.
In this encounter the Red and
most thrilling moments in the past season. At
Green players completely outplayed the Aggies in
quarter, Coach Higgins can use either Duncan or
every branch of the game and should have won by
Millard. Duncan seems to have a slight edge on his
at least three touchdowns if it had not been for some
older and more-experienced rival, and is perhaps
rather foolish playing when within the Aggies’
the best safety man of the two. Coach Higgins has
twenty-yard line. The Rolla Miners were the next
also a number of fast and smart substitutes for each
to fall before the Bears by a 13-0 score, altho the
of these positions and can put in a pony backfield
Miners g'ave a wonderul exhibition of fighting, and
of Harding, Lohrding, Rawdon, and Ax, which,
spirited football. Again it seemed that the Bears
altho not as big' as the regular backfield is yet always
should have rolled up a larger score, but were unable
a threat on a dry and fast field.
to do so. Against Missouri the Bears had an ex¬
The Bear line has been somewhat erratic and has
cellent chance to score in the second quarter when
not at all times played the type of football of which
they were on the Missouri i-yard line and yet were
it has been capable. In the Missouri game the line
unable to put the ball across. The Bear line also
did not yield a first down until late in the third
showed its mettle by pushing back the Tigers several
quarter, although outweighed by almost five pounds
times within their own ten-yard line, and once
to the man. In other games however the men have
holding them for downs with only a foot between
played listlessly allowing much weaker opponents
the Tigers and a touchdown. The Missouri team
to break thru on numerous occasions. The work of
made its first score on a 63 yard run by Mehrle who
Tyke Collins, tackle, Lee Scheib, center, Ive Ivaplin,
intercepted a Bear pass and galloped thru the sur¬
guard, and Elwyn Comstock, tackle, has been out¬
prised Bear team before it could recover. Late in
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The Poems of Robert Cameron Rogers
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(The Dial Press)

The book is a slender volume of a little verse and
less poetry. It is a collection which includes
“Poems’,’ “Songs”, “Sonnets", and “Lyrics of the
Great Divide", in which the author seems to have
attempted a departure from the conventional idiom
of poetry. In so doing he has written some passages
of real worth, but he has also fallen into the lan¬
guage of prose, which in a few cases is not appro¬
priate to the subject matter or treatment. One of
the “Songs” is the well known “Rosary", which
has been set to music and on whose quality the
popularity of the writer, if any, depends.
The “Poems” exude a faint aroma of classical
erudition. They are for the most part done in a
rather vague and confused form. The longest
poem, “For the King,” which is an account of a
incident from II Samuel, 23, is an example of this
lack of definition of form. In many passages it is
hard to discover the rhythm even by reading aloud.
There is no regular rhyme scheme followed; the
author has inserted his rhymes where he saw fit, or
possibly where he could, for there is more than a
hint of some awkwardness causa metri. One notes,
too, such lapses as an occasional vowel repetition
in the middle of the line, which is like a deceptive
rhyme.
In “The Death of Argus” there is a good de¬
scription of Odysseus. And we rather liked the
story of the dog’s death in the spite of the indif-

terent quality of a number of lines. Best of all, we
liked “The Dancing Faun”. Rogers quite steps out
of his mediocrity and achieves a bit of poetry,
which, while not a masterpiece, is quite worth while.
It is an ode to a statute of a faun which presumably
has been buried for a number of centuries, and one is
pleased at the ease and freedom from awkwardness
with which its rather uncommon form is handled.
Besides “The Rosary", there is one other songworth mentioning: “The Riding Song." This poem
has the swing and pulse-like effect of a song, and
the beat of the accents is not unpleasant to the ear:
“Making tide, and a midnight moon;
Where do we ride to-night?
White to seaward, white each dune,
White as the surf is white.
Hoofs of the horses, steady in tune.
Beat like a pulse in the night."
His sonnets and lyrics are not as good as some of
the others. The former quite accomplish a soothing,
pastoral air, but are nevertheless quite ordinary in
their context. If a poet does not charm the reader
by the manner of his discourse, he should attract
him by the substance of his verses. Rogers fails to
do either in his sonnets. His lyrics are a group of
descriptive and narrative poems of the west, and
are only moderately interesting. “Tetons at Dusk”,
in which the author does some good description, is
perhaps the best of these.
M. C.

FOOTBULL

at 21-21 in the last few minutes of play. This was
one of the most exciting- valley games of the sea¬
son and the outcome was in doubt from beginning
to end.
The following week the overconfident Bears were
held to a 6-6 tie by a fighting Bluejay team. The
Bears played listlessly and deserved what they got.
Next Saturday the Bears were bewildered by the
trick plays of the Oklahoma Sooners and fell by a
28-7 count. This was their worst defeat of the
season, and it seemed that the Bears had not yet
recovered from the state of lethargy, into which they
had fallen after the Westminster game.

(Continued from preceding page)

the fourth quarter the Tigers pushed their way thru
the tired Bear line and plunged over for their sec¬
ond touchdown. If the Bears had not again been
guilty of several tactical errors when within scoringdistance it is not improbable that they would at least
have tied the Tigers, and perhaps have defeated
them.
Playing the Kansas Jayhawks, on their own
grounds the Bears displayed a dazzling forwardpassing attack which left their opponents mystified,
and a Bear pass, Bickel to Libman, tied the count

.

(Continued on page 24)
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Answer

He says he got those in scrim¬
mage, but gosh, have you ever
seen him eat?”

- D d d -

Just Try It
He flits out of his “rest in
peace” Murphy in-a-door every
morning at six, and after regain¬
ing his schoolgirl complexion
with a few suds off of that youth
giving green bar, he saves his
best friend the job of neglecting
to tell him what’s what by garg¬
ling several gulps of that antihali compound. Following three
cakes of yeast to fill his blood
with red corpuscles, like Tunney’s, he downs a box of that
breakfast food that puts the
waves in Laura LaPlante’s hair
and makes the four year old brat
next door such a roughneck. A
package of Luckies fixes his voice
like Martinelli’s, his smile like
Mary Lewis', his endurance like
Nurmi’s, his temperament like
Nazimova’s, and his brain like
Edison’s. He shuns his snarky
roadster to ride on the trolley,
because the escaping electricity
makes one beautiful. Yes, it
must be hell to be a concientious
Advertising Manager.

Darling, I loved you too,
My Adeline.
I really haven’t
Got a line.
If I could only
See you, dear,
You’d know how much
1 do revere
All you used
To do and say,
Your knowing smile.
Your wistful way.
To me you were
My hope divine.
I wish that you
Could still be mine,
But since you say
You do not care,
Then I think,
You'll take the air!
1 loved you too,
And all was bliss,
Until I found
You wouldn’t kiss.
But when you
Wouldn’t even neck
I learned that love
Was just a speck.
I dusted love
From my lapel.
And wrote, “All’s O. K.
That endeth well!”

"How was the blind date?”
Smooth no end.”
My Gawd, how does he sit
down? ”
D D D

"I hear that Joe is playing on
the football team.”
“No, he got kicked off for
playing.”
- d d d -—

“I see where a man was ar¬
rested for kissing his wife in
public.”
“Another case of mistaken
identity, I suppose.”

- D D D -

Examiner: Do great heights
make you dizzy?
Candidate: Oh, no. I always
sit in the gallery at the Orpheum.

"Skirting the End.”

w
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Eve’s Apple
In the window of a Tailor's abode
Stood a bright, red, gleaming apple.
It stood unaccompanied and alone,
And mystified the rabble.
“Forsooth,” said one. “It gets my goat
To see an apple there, instead of a coat!"
The eccentric Tailor was questioned by them,
That the secret might be known to men.
Said he: “As everyone of you knows
“If no apple there had ever been—
“No one would wear any clothes."
■- D D D -

^oU) iHtf ]JU/

Hear Here!
Concerning Football and Such

The other day a sweet young thing asked us if
Clarence Axe, our budding young fullback, was any
relation to the Hatchet Queen. In answering this
question, we wish to announce publicly that he is
her twin brother.
After ",watching him lay out three of the opposi¬
tion in a row, we have decided that our Mr. Whitler
has a “moving personality”.

Our fair co-eds might get in there and help “hold
’em.” A good backfield is often handicapped by a
poor line.
“Story without words.”
-

D D D

-

Old Fashioned Romeo: Ah, thou fairest rose
of an enchanted garden, wherein dwells the essence
of all delight, I pray thee implant love’s ecstasy in
my adoring heart, and grant me, if but for a mo¬
ment, the magic nectar of your clinging lips.
Modern Juliet: Well, kiss me, you idiot!
-D d d -

Territorially speaking, the sales field for razor
blades covers the face of the earth.

The babes certainly knew a thing or two about
“screened passes”, they cover up everything that
might be misleading.
It has been aptly said that the best backs at Wash¬
ington University appear around Junior Prom
Time.

A “half-back” is a girl whose evening dress re¬
veals but partially her southwestern exposure. Our
maidenly modesty balks at a definition of the rest
of the backfield.

-— D D D -

Our Oscar expects to receive a night-letter in
recognition of his athletic accomplishments -in the
University Extension Courses.

“Time out” is a well-known expression among the
girls on the Hill. Usually used only when neces¬
sary. Be wise next time, brother!
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OJV THE SCREEN
LOEW’S STATE
Week of Saturday, Nov. 26
The picture that kept 4,000 St. Louisans laughing at 4
o’clock in the morning will be Loew’s chief attraction for
this week. It is “Two Arabian Knights”, a “war comedy”
with the war left out and the comedy piled on thick. The
picture, previewed by the 4,000 at Loew’s Tornado Suf¬
ferers’ Benefit Show, kept them laughing at the recorded
hour—and it takes an awfully funny picture to keep people
away, much less guffawing, at that time of morning.
Louis Wolheim, the Captain Flagg of the stage version
of “What Price Glory”, and William Boyd are two Yanks,
who escape their German captors and land in Turkey.
Their adventures with a Shapely Sheba—Mary Astor—
provides the comedy with its ridiculous possibilities.
sic

*

*

*

Sophisticated farce—designed for folks who only believe
the well-known stork to be an ornithological representative
—is coming to Loew’s in “Adam and Evil”. With this
engaging title, the picture tells the tale of a fast-thinking,
if philandering husband, who “invents” a cousin from
Brazil to explain his own amatory adventures. Lew Cody
and Aileen Pringle, newly paired as a naughty-but-nice
comedy team, are featured in the picture. Roy D’Arcy
and Gwen Lee are others in the cast.
sic

*

*

*

“Man. Woman and Sin” as a title would be enough to
lure half the campus—interested sociologically, only, don’t
you know?—to Loew’s. But when you add the interesting
fact that none other than John Gilbert as the Man does
part of the Sinning, you’ll probably find a larger interest
among the more serious of the campus’ Second-Story
Thinkers. John, who packs more British Thermal Units
to his love-making than does any celluloid rival, will
portray his more feverish passions in the presence of
Jeanne Eagles, the stage star of “Rain”. If Loew’s doesn’t
break a few records, then boys aren’t boys and girls aren’t
girls any more. And if they aren’t—if the girls aren’t,

that is—here’s one candidate for the Suicide Club right
now!
*

*

*

*

With the vogue for comedy mystery-melodramas, Loew’s
joins the big parade of theaters supplying chills-andthrills and spooks-and-crooks drama.
"The Thirteenth
Hour” is guaranteed to cure sleeping sickness. Lionel
Barrymore heads the list of fiends-in-human-form who
appear in this particular “Heeby-Jeeby Op’ry”.

AMBASSADOR AND MISSOURI
The pre-Christmas season at Skouras Brothers’ Ambassa¬
dor and Missouri theatres offers some of the most out¬
standing of the newest photo plays with Dorothy Mackaill
in “Man Crazy” at the Ambassador starting November 26,
and Esther Ralston in “Figures Don’t Lie” at the Missouri
at the same time.
Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill, the youthful lovers
of “Smile, Brothers, Smile”, have made another joyous
comedy “Man Crazy”, featured at the Ambassador starting
November 26.
Dorothy is followed by droves of eligible men, but refuseses to marry any of them, and instead falls in love
with a man she has seen on the road.
With Esther Ralston in “Figures Don’t Lie”, Richard
Arlen, Ford Sterling and Louise Fazenda are also featured.
Other coming pictures for Skouras theaters whose exact
playing dates have not been set are Colleen Moore in
“Her Wild Oat”; beautiful Mary Astor and Gilbert Roland
of “Camille” fame, in “Rose of the Golden West”; and
Clara Bow in another wildfire sensation, “Get Your Man.”
Richard Dix is a dashing hero in “The Gay Defender”,
and Thelma Tood, a Paramount Junior star, is cast op¬
posite him.
At the Ambassador, Ed Lowry continues to present glit¬
tering stage shows each week, while at the Missouri,
Brooke Johns offers outstanding stage productions.

OJV THE STAGE
SHUBERT-RIALTO
November 20—Francine Larrimore in “Chicago”—Miss
Watkins, the author, has produced a play which combines
burlesque, satire, and comedy, in a very unusual manner.
The theme is simple, treating the “canonization” of a
murderess, in the process involving many subtle, and some
not so subtle, jibes at the present judicial system of
America. While the scene happens to be Chicago, it ap¬
plies within reasonable limits to every large city in the
country. It is well worth the trouble.
November 27—“The Ramblers”, starring dark and MeCollough, is a production which combines the hilarious
witticisms and ludicrous antics of these two popular
comedians with some fourteen scenes, laid in Hollywood
and Tia Juana, which are reported to be unsually good.
Suffice it to account that New York appreciated this of¬
fering to the extent of a record engagement, after which
it played a long run in Chicago. “Clark and McCullough”
usually means “a good show”.

a pretentious Winter Gai’den
show with its complete New York cast and settings, will
arrive for a one week stay. There are over forty different
scenes in “Gay Paree”, the longest period without change
of scenery being seven minutes.
December 4—“Gay Paree”,

Among the more opulent spectacles are “Bacchanal”,
“The Vintner’s Dream”, “Cascade d’Or”, and “Fine Feath¬

ers.” The full Winter Garden Chorus guarantees a re¬
markable show in every respect.
December 11— Al Jolson in “Big Boy”—In this vehicle,
Jolson, who is bringing a new stock of laughs, songs and
stories, plays the role of a negro stable boy who rides
the winner of the Kentucky Derby, the staging of which
is senational. “Big Boy” travels via a ten-car special train,
with a personnel of over 100 people, including a youthful
beauty chorus from the sunny Southland.

AMERICAN
On December 4th, the American Theatre will present
the distinguished actress, Madge Kennedy, supported by
Sidney Blackmer and an excellent cast, in a new comedy
“The Springboard”, coming here direct from the New
York engagement at the Mansfield Theater and the Chi¬
cago run at the Blackstone Theater.
On December 12th, Fred Stone will begin a single week’s
stay at the American in his new musical comedy, “Criss
Cross”. Featured in the supporting cast is Stone’s daugh¬
ter Dorothy. There is a company of 100 singers, dancers,
players, tumblers and acrobats. On Sunday night, De¬
cember 18th, the American will begin a two weeks’ show¬
ing of Cecil B. DeMille’s cinema spectacle, “King of
Kings”, said to be one of the really outstanding pictures
of the year.
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PAis some
I ittle
cheer-leader
EVERY pipe is a Sunny Jimmypipe when it’s packed with P. A.
The tidy red tin chases the blues
—and how! Why, you feel bet¬
ter the instant you open the tin
and get that marvelous P. A.
aroma. Every chore becomes a
cheer, and you’re sitting on top
of the world.
Then you load up and light up.
That taste—that never-to-be-for¬
gotten, can’t-get-too-much-of-it
taste! Cool as a cut-in from the
stag-line. Sweet as retaliation.
Mild and mellow and long-burn¬
ing, with a balanced body that

satisfies, right to the bottom of
the bowl.
You find that P. A. never bites
your tongue or parches your
throat, no matter how often you
stoke and smoke. Get on the
sunny side of life with a pipe and
P. A. Buy a tidy red tin today and
make the personal test. Pipes were
born for tobacco like this.
P. A. is sold every¬
where in tidy red tins,
pound and half-pound
tin humidors, and
pound crystal-glass
humidors with spongemoistener top.
And
always with every bit
of bite and parch re¬
moved by the Prince
Albert process.

Fringe albert
— the national joy smoke!
© 1927, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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FOOTBULL
(Continued from page 19)

After
the TUfAtRt
Then the dance. And remember—all those cigarettes
you have been smoking between the acts have positively
not improved your breath. They have if anything—well,
why go into details? A tobacco breath and romance do
not go together.
A breath-sweetening Pep-o-mint Life Saver after smokes
is a life saver indeed. She’ll agree.
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INSTANT SERVICE
BETTER CLEANING

HI - POINTE CLEANERS
6820 CLAYTON AVE.
CABANY 9565-9566

We Own and Operate our Own Plant
G
felHC
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MORNING, NOON and NIGHT
We are open and ready to serve you
GOOD FOOD always, at

Vescovo’s University Inn
Northwest Corner of Campus

PLATE LUNCHES A SPECIALTY
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The Bears ended their valley season with an 187 win over the weak Grinnell team as the feature of
homecoming week. The Higgins team showed a
powerful line drive in an 8o-yard march for a touch¬
down early in the first quarter, and also showed its
versatility by several well-executed forward passes,
two of which were good for touchdowns. In the
fourth quarter Coach Higgins started sending in his
substitutes and it was in this period that the Pio¬
neers picked up a fumble and ran 65 yards for their
only touchdown. It is quite probable that the Bears
might have rolled up a much larger score if Coach
Higgins had kept his first team in the game but he
wanted to give the substitutes a chance to show what
they could do and thus enable them to get some
playing experience against a valley team.
The Bears will have a real battle on their hands
when they face the Billikens, as Saint Louis Uni¬
versity boasts one of the best teams which it has de¬
veloped in years, and has several outstanding stars
who would be feared by any team. If Washington
will play the fighting brand of football which it dis¬
played against Missouri, and if the Bear quarter¬
back uses his noodle in calling signals, the Bears have
an excellent chance of ending their most successful
football season in recent years with a victory over
Saint Louis. Of course we must remember that
big “If”. Coach Higgins loses only two regulars
by graduation this year. They are, John McCarroll,
end, and Ivan Kaplin, guard. Both of these men
have played excellent football for Washington in
the last three years and their absence is to be re¬
gretted. Art Hannibal, a reserve lineman, and Paul
Harding, a flashy little halfback, will also be lost to
the team by graduation. As all of the rest of the
squad will be eligible next year it does not seem
beyond reason to predict a championship team for
the Washington Bears.
The season’s record is as follows:
W ashington 6
Lombard o
Washington 6
Oklahoma Aggies o
Washington 13
Rolla o
Washington o
Missouri 13
Washington 21
Kansas 21
W ashington 6
Westminster 6
Washington 7
Oklahoma 28
Washington 18
Grinnell 7
Washington ?
St. Louis ?
Won 4, Lost 2, Tied 2.
Bears.points 77, opponents 75.
Including Grinnell game.
ADVERTISERS
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“Hear about Lindbergh’s Chinese Cousin?
“Tell me!”
“Yeah, name’s ‘One Long Hop.’’

He: “Well my father has another wife to sup¬
port now.”
She: “How’s that, is he a Bigamist?”
He: “No, but I just got married.
—Sun Dial
- D D D -

She (coyly) : You bad boy! Don’t you kiss me
again!”
He: “I won’t. I’m trying to find out who has the
gin in this party.”
—Reel
“My dear, I feel I ought to have more scope, more
independence in life, you know.”
“Well, precious, why don’t you get married?”
—Goblin
- D D D --

Lindbergh: I feel like a loaf of stale bread.
Wherever I go I get toasted.
—Ghost

T

HERE’S something everywhere about
you—something as sparkling as the
crisp November sunshine. Gay as the pen¬
nants fluttering from the stadium walls.
Into that something goes the dull percus¬
sion of punted footballs . . . chrysanthe¬
mums . . . hawkers’ cries . . . crowds hurry¬
ing, laughing, happy. . . .
Does it catch you up—sweep you along?
If it does—if you warm to the charm, the
verve, the gay light-heartedness of Youth—
we believe you will like COLLEGE HUMOR.
You clever collegians write the things we
feature; our stories by today’s front rank
writers are written with you in mind, as an
audience.
Scott Fitzgerald’s article on Princeton,
and a complete novelette by Lois Montross,
The Return of Andy Protheroe, are two fea¬
tures of the many that compose the Decem¬
ber issue.

Sic Semper

The dove came fluttering back to the Ark.
“Damn!” said Noah, “No place to park.”
—Goblin

cAt oAll AJews-stands, the First of Every SMonth
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COLLEGE SHOP
MANUFACTURING

JEWELERS
Special Manufacturers of Fraternity
and Sorority Jewelry
Special Designs and Estimates Furnished
Upon Request
410 LOUDERMAN BLDG.
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ST. LOUIS, MO.
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D D D

“What’s your pen name?"
“Number 4475.”

-Whirlwind

D D D

The hostess was talking to one of her guests as
the two sat on the lawn listening to a chimes recital.
“Beautiful, aren’t they?” remarked the hostess.
“Pardon?” inquired the guest.
“I say, they’re beautiful, arn’t they?”
“I’m sorry,” roared the guest, “but I can’t hear
a word for those damned chimes.”
—West Point Pointer

‘Nobody knouts
hovu dry I am/”

- D D D -

No Hurry

QlNGS the jCDrinfelesEi Kayvuoodte

IbabI

e)tci
“ they
•
'until
smoke me!”
Here’s a modern pipe that earns
“A” on any test. And you can’t
get it “u>et”—it gives a dry, cool,
fresh, stueet, luholesome smoke all
the time. The ®rinkle££i Attach¬
ment does it—easy to clean.

Drinhltss
KAYWOODIE

Stude: “Say, Peter, how long is a million years j
to you?”
St. Peter: “Oh, about a minute.”
Stude: “How much does a million dollars mean
to you?”
St. Peter: Oh, about a cent."
Stude: “Lend me a million, will you?’
St. Peter: “Yes, in a minute.”
—Tiger
D D D

A vie
Ator
Avie

“How do you like my new plane?”
“She’s some bird alright.”
“It’s no she, it’s a mail plane.”
—Whirlzvind
D D D

Asfe to see the famous -DnnltlcSS Kayuioodie
at your pipe shop. Don’t miss it, man!

®rtnfcles& kaywoodie $■
Unconditionally Guaranteed

KAUFMANN BROS. & BONDY, Inc.,

5o

'3-

UP

Some girls are good and chaste, while some are
bad and chased.
—Orange Ozvl
D D D

120 Fifth Ave., Neu. Yorh

No, Gwendolyn, a boycott is not a male daven-1
port.
— Old Maid
PATRONIZE

DIRGE
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A. L. SULLIVAN

Typewriting Papers
of all Grades

TEXTILE WEAVING CO.

By the 100, SOO or 1000 sheet packages

Moth Holes, Tears, Holes, Burns,

etc.

Our process of weaving restores

Some of the bond papers we carry are

damaged garment to original form.

New Market, Voucher, Policy and
Brother Jonathan. Select the paper
you like best and call for it by name.

‘Largest Textile Weaving
Firm in the World’’

Washington
University Bookstore

505 N. 7th STREET
4th Floor

St. Louis, Mo.
a.
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CABANY
5016

CABANY
6590

NELSON’S
ICE CREAM

465 NORTH KINGSHIGHWAY
(Opposite Racquet Club)

ST. LOUIS

of a Finer Quality
Bakery Goods

PECK GOWNS, Inc.

Light Luncheon

440 DE BALIVIERE AVENUE

SMART GOWNS AND FROCKS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS. MODERATELY PRICED
SPORT DRESSES, $16.50 TO $25.00
COATS, $65.00 TO $95.00
DELMAR .925
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Laclede - Christy j
Makers of Good

Fire Brick
Since 1844

Main Offices and Plants, St. Louis

CABANY 3900

CABANY 3013

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"

>>
iv

JENSEN, Inc.

|

TELEGRAPH FLORISTS

%

Frosh: Sir, I want permission to be away three
days after the end of vacation.
Dean: Ah. three more days of grace?
Frosh: No, sir, three more days of Helen.
—Drexcrd
-D D D -

Cop: Who was driving when you hit that car?
Drunk (triumphantly): None of us; we were
all on th’ back seat.
—Virginia Reel
- DDE -

5653 Delmar Blvd.

Saint Louis, Mo.
Latest Version
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CABANY 8700

“Who was that collegian I seen you with last
night ?
“That wasn’t no collegian, that w^as a Freshman.”

ixk:
CABANY 8000

—Ptinch Bowl

DEL WEST GARAGE
“Can you remember the first boy you ever
kissed ?”
“Can’t even remember the last one.”
—Texas Ranger

526-540 DE BALIVIERE

Tire & Battery Road Service
OPEN ALL NIGHT

D D D

CALL US FOR SERVICE

Ruth: “Innocence is bliss.”
Les: “Yes, but look at all the good jokes that
get by you.”
—Gargoyle
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Showing the Way
As Columbus demonstrated to
l A. the courtier who sought to
detract from the credit due him
for his discoveries, anyone can
stand an egg on end—or cross
strange seas—after someone else
has shown the way.

of a multitude of things in the
realms of research, engineering
and business administration that
had never been done before; by
patiently working out an endless
succession of seemingly unsolvable problems.

The task of creating a nation¬
wide telephone service, like that
of discovering a new world, is
one for the pathfinder and the
pioneer. The telephone, as the
modern American knows it, has
been made possible by the doing

Only because of its willingness
and ability to lead the way in
telephone development has the
Bell System been able to provide
America with a nation-wide,
universal service that sets the
standard for the rest of the world.

Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
FOR T H K

NATION'S

The one cigarette in a million
The instant a Camel is lighted, yon sense
that here is the distinctly better cigarette.
And how this superior quality grows with
the smoking! Choice tobaccos tell their
fragrant story. Patient, careful blending
rewards the smoker with added pleasure.
Camel is the one cigarette in a million
for mildness and mellowness. Its decided
goodness wins world popularity for Camel.
R.
© 1927

J .

REYNOLDS

TOBACCO

Modern smokers demand superiority. They
find it fulfilled in Camels, and place them
overwhelmingly first.
You should know the tastes and fra¬
grances that choice tobaccos really give.
Camels will reveal an entirely new plea¬
sure. And the more of them you light,
the more enjoyable.

“Have a Camel!”
COMPANY,

WINSTON-SALEM,

N.

C.

